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The Benefits of Working with Fence World
Over the last fourteen years, Fence World and its staff have built a trusted reputation for
designing, constructing and installing superior quality fences and gates.
Whether you are looking for fencing, pool protection, automated gates or electric security,
Fence World offers an extensive range of innovative, attractive and long-lasting products in
steel, aluminium and glass to both secure and enhance your project.
Our vigorous attention to detail at every stage is the principal reason that Fence World is
the preferred partner for many of New Zealand‟s leading architects, property managers,
Specifiers and their discerning clients.
As a valued Fence World customer you will enjoy:
Custom designed and properly engineered solutions
Extensive knowledge gained from many years of experience
Highly competitive quotes due to our supplier relationships
Stress-free project management from initial design to final installation
Local council compliance ensured
Your project delivered on time and to budget
An outstanding result and exceptional value
Contact Fence World today to discover the benefits of working with fencing industry
specialists.
Fence World - Safeguarding People & Property with Style.
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Guardian Pool Fencing - Height 1.2 metres plus
Fence World offers the widest range of
swimming pool or spa pool fence styles
designs. Whether you have strict budget
guidelines or are looking for a unique
architectural style, Fence World will
deliver a pool fence that will be safe,
strong, look great and comply with all
council regulations.

and

Guardian Poolsafe fencing has clean, simple lines and is built tough in New Zealand to
withstand the rigours of our climate and everyday use.
Our Guardian Poolsafe fence systems are made strong from high quality tubular aluminium,
galvanised steel or glass and come with a full five year warranty. Our extensive range of
high quality latches and closing systems are council approved and offers everyone the best
peace of mind.
With over 200+ Powder coat colours to
choose from & customised panels to suit
contours, we can meet every design need.
Where the view is impressive, we offer the
in frameless glass panel barriers and
Balustrades. As fencing specialists we
handle all aspects of installation and can
project manage the entire job from start to
delivering on time & budget.

land
latest

finish,

Applications
 Decks
 Spa pools
 Swimming pools
 Apartment Verandas
 Handrails & Balustrades

Guardian Poolsafe Fences ensures Peace of Mind
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Landscape Fencing - Height 1 metre plus.
Landscape Fences are a vital part of a
property‟s beauty and charm. Fence World‟s
attractive landscape fencing will add extra
dimensions to a property by either creating
unique spaces or screening out prying eyes &
unattractive outlooks. Our Landscape Fencing
can define a secluded area for entertaining or
border a children‟s play area or segment
garden themes. Discrete landscape fences will
add security to hedges to keep out intruders &
keep in pets, they can also hide unsightly bins, gas cylinders or air conditioning units to
further enhance a property‟s looks.
Exciting design options allow you to use Wire
for economy projects to keep people out; Steel
for Safety, Strength & Security; Aluminium for
Seaside & Ornamental design projects or
Glass where the view is paramount.
Choose from our extensive range of designs,
materials and 200+ architectural colours or we
can manufacture and install whatever you
want; because with Fence World the possibilities are endless.
.
Applications:
 Boundary fences
 Screens
 Garden borders
 Pergolas
 Streams and ponds
 Graveside borders

A lifetime investment ensuring enjoyment for today & resale value for tomorrow
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School and Kindergarten - Height 1.6 to 1.8 metres
School & Kindergarten fences are an essential
element of keeping our children and school
property safe. Fence World offers an economical
yet attractive solution for Schools, Kindergartens,
Day-Care Centres and Retirement Villages. The
great range of styles, colours and heights can suit
all applications. The fencing is strong enough to
withstand years of kids everyday rough & tumble
playground action. Fence World produces gates
to suit the fences and can supply custom made locks, latches and access control options to
fit each application.
With our wide experience and industry knowledge, we project manage and install the entire
job and can offer a programmed maintenance
service to keep the fence in perfect condition.
Find out why Fence World is the popular choice
for school fencing by contacting us today.
Applications
 Schools
 Kindergartens
 Day-care centres
 Colleges
 Retirement Villages

Keeping Our Children Safe
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Sports Ground Fencing - Height 3 to 8 metres
Sports activities can be very demanding on fencing. Our Sports Ground fences are
designed and installed to withstand any amount of sports ground action and to keep the ball
in play.
Fence World is highly experienced in constructing and installing sports ground fencing that
is not only matched to the unique demands of each sport but also looks good.
We will install & project manage the entire job to ensure that everything comes together on
time, on budget and within council regulations.
Fence World can also offer maintenance contracts to ensure the fence is kept in top
condition year after year.
Contact us today for a design consultation.
Applications
 Golf courses
 Tennis courts
 Cricket pitches and practice nets
 Netball courts
 Baseball and softball diamonds
 Rugby, hockey and soccer grounds
 Club rooms

Fencing to keep the ball in play
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Enclosure Fencing 1.2 to 5 metres plus
Fence World enclosure fencing can be used for secure storage, aviaries, dog runs or
special cages for zoos, vet clinics, kennels, catteries and lifestyle blocks. Fence World has
the knowledge and experience to design and build enclosures that will stop risk of escape
or injury and prohibit entry of predators. Specialist predator proof fencing to meet any need
can be custom built & installed.
We can install access control and security systems to ensure the security of valuable
animals. As specialist manufacturers we build to exact requirements and manage the entire
project from design to completion. To ensure the enclosure remains in perfect condition, we
offer inspection and maintenance contracts.
Contact Fence World today to discuss your needs.
Applications
 Aviaries
 Dog runs
 Goat Farms
 Deer Farms
 Hobby farms
 Ostrich Farms
 Transport cages
 Kennels & catteries
 Predator proof fencing
 Zoos and petting farms

Keeping Pets together & Predators apart
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Pipe & Mesh Chainlink Fencing - Height 1.5 metres plus
Pipe & Mesh Chainlink fencing is a popular, proven & cost effective fencing solution
for industrial, commercial & leisure applications requiring moderate levels of general
security. Chainlink mesh for fencing, woven from steel wire, is probably the most
widely used and versatile of all fencing fabrics, available in a variety of wire gauges
and mesh sizes to suit specific applications.
Available in three finishes, heavily galvanised, P.V.C coated with a bright core or for
double protection, P.V.C coated with a galvanized wire core.
For added security and strength, extra cross rails, high security mesh, barbed wire,
razor wire or electrification can be added.
As specialist fencing manufacturers we build to exact requirements and manage the
entire project from design to completion. To ensure the enclosure remains in perfect
condition, we offer inspection and maintenance contracts.
Applications
Parks
Schools
Tennis courts
Industrial sites
Sports facilities
14 years of NZ experience & customer satisfaction
A timeless, proven & traditional fencing staple.
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Palisade Security - Height 1.8 to 2.5 metres
Perimeter Security demands unique security
fence measures to deter aggressive intruders.
The Fence World Guardian Palisade Security
fence offers exceptional resistance to bending
and deformation – ideal where high security is
required or where vandalism is a threat. The
triple-pointed paling tops have a scallop shape &
combined with the internal folded rib are
designed to offer maximum strength to prevent
intruders from gaining access to – and removing
– the high tensile “T” head fasteners.
This new Generation Guardian Palisade
Security fencing follows the profile of sloping
ground which overcomes the need for „stepping‟
– so avoiding the creation of potential security
gaps below the fencing. This fence is easy to
specify as it is available in a range of heights
with matching swing gates and sliding gates –
electrically operated if required.
For the ultimate solution in security, barbed wire,
razor wire or electrics can be added.
Applications
 Industrial property
 Storage facilities
 Distribution centres
 Car yards
 Truck yards
 Compounds
 Stadiums
 Border fencing
 High risk sites
 Graffiti prone sites
New Generation Perimeter Security with Versatility, Long Life & Good Looks.
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Custom Projects - Design, Build & Install
Fence World has a wealth of experience and a well equipped engineering workshop set up
for the fabrication of anything from small custom made brackets to large structures. Our
qualified engineers will translate even the most basic sketch into reality, specifying the
correct materials and making sure it will both work properly and last a lifetime. We manage
projects, working with all the other tradesmen to ensure the job is completed on time, within
budget and to the client‟s satisfaction.
We employ tradesmen who are skilled in producing quality work and enjoy the challenge of
building something different.
If you have ideas for something out of the ordinary, contact us today.
Applications
 Balustrades
 Hand rails
 Barrier arms
 Fixed and removable bollards
 Security grilles

Extraordinary is Ordinary for Us
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Staplelok Fencing System - Height 1.2 to 4 metres plus
Fence World is the home of the unique Staplelok fence
system. Staplelok fence posts are roll-formed in our
factory from locally made tough high tensile galvanised
steel and exported around the world.
Staplelok‟s versatility, high strength and simple
installation make it the first choice for wire, mesh and
electric security fencing. Staplelok posts can be
manufactured to any length and using the range of
custom made clip-in accessories, can be used in almost
any situation.
Staplelok fencing can be supplied with detailed
instructions and all the components to install a complete fence
gate solution in one package.
We have examples of Staplelok fencing at our showroom and
provide specifications and application advice for all situations.

and
can

Applications
 Sheep and cattle fencing
 Deer fencing
 Wire fencing
 Mesh fencing
 Electrified fencing
 Trident palisade fencing
 Vineyard post systems
 Passive security
 Anti graffiti barriers

A Complete Fencing System in a Post
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Z47 Vineyard Trellis System
The unique Z47 vineyard trellis system was
developed and manufactured by Fence World.
Using our industry knowledge, the Z47
galvanised steel post has been developed over
many years specifically for New Zealand
vineyard owners.
The advantages of the Z47 Steel post over the
traditional wooden fence posts is their ease of
installation, resistance to breakage and low
maintenance. There is fewer disturbances to
the ground and the protective galvanised surface is kinder on the environment than the
preservatives used in producing timber posts. The posts are less likely to be damaged by
harvesting machinery plus the carefully designed wire clips make it easy to secure the wires
plus reduce long term wear and the possibility of wire breakage.
When properly installed, the Z47 post has been proven to exceed the strength requirements
for high wind areas.
Contact Fence World for all the information you need on the Z47 vineyard trellis system.
Advantages
 Easy installation
 Can be used over & over again
 Can withstand New Zealand‟s high
wind strengths
 Flexes rather than snaps
 Does not leach toxins
 Friendly to harvesting machinery
 Easy to transport to site
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Residential & Driveway Gates
Controlling Entry & Exit from any premises has
never been a higher priority than it is today. Fence
World produces gates to accommodate entrances
that demand gates as a main feature to enhance the
stature of the surroundings and add to the value of
the property. Less prestigious entrances will benefit
from a practical gate design that will not impose on
the boundary but will blend in with the perimeter.
Fence World can supply and install swing gates or sliding gates for any walkway, driveway
or property. All gates are constructed in modern robust designs from Materials which will
resist twisting & sagging. Choose from steel gates, unique ornate wrought iron gates or
modern aluminium louver panel gates. We
manufacture mechanisms to cope with the slope of
your drive and will automate your gate for push
button convenience and enhanced security. With our
extensive experience we make sure that gates we
install work properly. To ensure they work perfectly
for a lifetime we offer programmed maintenance
contracts.
Come and discuss your ideas with our
knowledgeable and friendly team.
Applications
 Residential properties
 Entranceways
 Lifestyle blocks
 Gated communities
 Retirement villages
 Pedestrian gates
 Pool gates
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Commercial & Custom-made Gates
Every fence needs a gate and Fence World has the widest range of gates to secure and
enhance any property. From pedestrian gates to the largest industrial security gate we can
design and manufacture a solution to fit your customer‟s requirements. We fabricate gates
in steel or aluminium and can install opening mechanisms, latches and security systems.
We can manage the whole project or co-ordinate with other trades to ensure trouble free
installation. Fence World‟s years of experience means that our gates work as intended plus
we also offer programmed maintenance schemes to ensure trouble free operation for life.
Contact us for specifications and a quotation.
Applications
 Industrial gates
 Farm gates
 Security gates
 Automated sliding gates
 Automated swing gates
 Cantilevered gates
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Gate Automation
Gates need to open and close reliably and withstand
all the forces that nature throws at them. We use the
latest designs in automation systems which
incorporates extra safety features such as infra-red
safety beams and vehicle detection loops.
For sliding gates we use quality rack and pinion
drives and fit guide and support rollers to ensure
smooth reliable operation.
For swing gates we have a wide range of actuators to
suit each application from domestic pedestrian gates
to double width driveways.
For cantilever gates with no ground track they provide
high security and quick action movement in heavy
axle load situations.
For additional security we can offer magnetic or
electric locks and integrate your automated gates to
security and access control systems.
Automation helps vehicle movement, and restricts
access to approved persons.
Contact Fence World for our recommendations and
specification sheets.
We install & project manages the entire job to ensure
that everything comes together on time, on budget and within council regulations.

Our trusted brands include:
• MERLIN
• LIFTMASTER
• CHAMBERLAIN
• CARDIN
• MHOUSE
• PRASTEL
Applications
 Residential driveways
 Warehouse and distribution centres
 High security areas
 Retirement villages
 Gated communities
Fence World can also offer maintenance contracts to
ensure the fence is kept in top condition year after
year.

Safe secure saving time, yet controlling
access security
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Access Control
Fence World can integrate your fence system with the latest in security and access control.
From simple key pad entry to sophisticated computerised systems including cameras, we
have the solutions to suit every property. We can fit coded keypad entry systems or link up
gate and garage door remote controls for the ultimate in convenience. Strong electromagnetic clamps or electric locks can add extra security to gates and wired or wireless
intercoms can be used to screen visitors. We can install entire systems or work with
security companies to integrate with your network.
Contact Fence World for the latest specifications in access control equipment.
Our trusted brands include:
• MERLIN
• LIFTMASTER
• CHAMBERLAIN
• CARDIN
• MHOUSE
• PRASTEL
We install & project manages the entire job to ensure that everything comes together on
time, on budget and within council regulations.
Fence World can also offer maintenance contracts to ensure the fence is kept in top
condition year after year.

Allowing access to those you want
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Electric Security Fencing
Our locally manufactured, internationally successful Staplelok fencing system is the perfect
solution for adding the security of electrification to your premises. Electrified wires are easily
placed behind a mesh fence or on top of fences, walls and roofs to deter intruders.
Fence World electric security fence systems are ideal for new installations but can also be
retrofitted to add security to existing fences.
The New Zealand made high voltage energisers and control systems are of the highest
quality and can be integrated with your security systems to warn of intrusion or tampering.
Our electric security products and installations comply with international standards for
electric security fencing.
For worry free installation we will design and fit a complete electric security system for you.
Applications
 High crime risk locations
 Secure storage facilities
 Rooftop security
 Military and government installations
 Industrial sites
 Vehicle dealers
 Utility and infrastructure facilities
 Graffiti control
 Prison and high security
 Commercial properties
 Valuable livestock protection
 If wire is cut, alarm monitoring ensures detection

Dangerous looking & Too Hot to handle,
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Design, Consult and Project Management
Design and Consult
As manufacturers with a full engineering workshop, our strength is in providing unique
designs for special situations. We will measure the site, discuss your needs and come up
with a design that fits your precise requirements and budget.
Our design engineers are fully qualified and will ensure the finished products will work
properly and comply with building regulations.
With our experience and expertise we frequently provide consultation to architects,
designers, developers, and landscapers. We enjoy the challenge of designing and making
products that put a unique touch to your client‟s property.

Project Management
Leave the stress of installing your client‟s fence to us. Fence World can manage your
project from start to finish. Our qualified engineers work closely with architects, designers
and councils. We will communicate with all suppliers and contractors including builders,
concrete layers, electricians and landscapers to ensure your fence and access way are
installed on time, on budget and in perfect working order.
Installation: Our own staff will install to ensure quality and accurate detail to plans.
With our wide experience and industry knowledge, we install and project manage the entire
job and can offer a programmed maintenance service to keep the fence in perfect condition.
What you want, how you want.
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Location and Ordering
Location and ordering: our steps for project completion
Fence World believes in doing things right first time. We take time to understand
your needs and get the look you wish to achieve. In most circumstances we will
come and measure the property to ensure what we make will fit.
Phone, fax or e-mail us with your sketch, specifications, plans or detailed drawings or
call in to discuss your design ideas in our showroom where you can see examples of
our quality workmanship.
We arrange an onsite consultation and measure
We prepare a quote with full details
We follow up for your decision
We manufacture and install
We photograph your fence & gate for our records
Contact Details
Phone: 09 299 7256 Free phone: 0508 101 101
Fax: 09 299 7253
PO Box 72-1359
Papakura
Auckland 2110
13 Croskery Road
Papakura
Auckland
Showroom hours Mon-Fri 7.30am-5pm, Sat by appointment.
Staplelok South Island Agent
Phone: 03 358 2811
Fax: 03 358 9147
E-mail: admin@fenceworld.co.nz
Website: www.fenceworld.co.nz

Fence World - Safeguarding people and property with style
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